Introduction
Ultrasonic levitation has recently been drawing attention as a way of non-contact transportation of small objects, such as liquid droplets, in bioengineering and manufacturing industry. The small objects in the finite amplitude sound field have been known to be trapped near the pressure node of the standing wave with the effect of acoustic radiation force [1] [2] . Many experimental reports [3] are presented related to the droplet levitation and their shape and streaming field on the droplet. The droplet with large volume is reported to rotate along its shperoidal axis when they are exposed in the intense sound pressure field. Biswas, et. al [4] experimentally discussed the droplet roation using an ultrasonic vibrator and a pair of acoustic driver, which works as an levitator and an artificial visco-acoustic generator, respectively. Authors [5, 6] have proposed a coupled anaysis method using distributed point source method (DPSM, [7] ) and moving particle semi-implicit (MPS, [8] ) method to simulate the rotation of the ultrasonically levitated droplet. The droplet rotation in the initial stage has been successfully calculated, however, the calculation routine is unstable or inaccurate in the latter stage calcuation.
In this paper, the ammendment of the calcualtion routine using least square MPS (LS-MPS, [9] ) and the rotaional coordinate is suggested.
Calculation Procedure
Acoustic radiation force considering visco-acoustic torque working on volume dV are expressed by the sound pressure p and particle velocity u, with dS, n, 0, c, , and  are the boundary surface, surface normal, density, sound speed, angular frequency, and dynamic viscosity as
The sound pressure and particle velocity are calculated using DPSM and the calculated acoustic radiation pressure is considered in static fluid analysis in SMAC algorithm as
where P, U, w, , , , g, and  are the static pressure, velocity, density, surface tension, dynamic viscosity of the liquid, curvature of the droplet surface, gravity, and set of point on boundary. 
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LS-MPS, proposed by Tamai and Koshizuka [9] , is higher order differential MPS scheme, is used to calculate the gradient, divergence space differential, and the pressure implicit terms. The viscosity Laplacian is treated in original MPS scheme due to the calculation stability. Due to the numerical counter torque brought by MPS Laplacian calculation, the rotational coordinate is adopted for the streaming field W calculation as
where L, [I], [E] , and rL are rotaitonal speed and moment of inertia tensor, unit ternsor, and position vector from droplet center.
Results
Fig . 1 indicates the problem geometry for the ultrasonic droplet levitation and rotation [4, 6] . The upper and lower plane on z=31/4 works as an ultrasonic levitator which is driven on the frequency of f1=18 kHz. Fig. 2 (a) shows the sound field excited by this levitator. The pressure distribution shows third-mode plane standing wave along z-axis and uniform on z-plane. The plane on x=2/4 and y=2/4 in Fig. 1 works as a pair of acoustic driver with the phase difference of /2 between x-planes and y-planes at f2=1.35 kHz. Fig. 2 (b) shows the sound field excited by the driver. Two phase drive create a zero-pressure plane rotating along z-axis, as a result, one nodal point at the coordinate origin is observed in the figure. Fig. 3 shows the temporal change of the rotational speed with and without the rotational coordinate. The LS-MPS results have complete the calculation as long as 100 ms, whereas the MPS calculation scheme has diverged at 20 ms. While the rotation without rotation has been saturated due to numerical counter torque, the result with rotational coordinate agrees with the experimental result in the error of 25 %. Fig. 4 (a) (b) shows the streaming field at the time 100 ms calculated with and without the rotational coordinate, where U and (W+L×rL) is plotted in the figure, respectively. As in Fig. 3 , the outer surface streaming velocity is approximately four times larger with rotational coordinate than the one without rotational coordinate.
Conclusion
The streaming on an ultrasonic levitated droplet has been simulated using LS-MPS and DPSM in three dimensional space with rotational coordinate. The trend of the temporal change in rotational speed agrees with the experiment known in Ref. [4] . 
